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A B S T R A C T

Objective: To propose a comprehensive set of competencies and educational objectives for communication and social competencies in undergraduate medical education and to support the nationwide implementation of these issues in all medical schools.

Methods: Thirty experts from different medical and psychosocial disciplines participated in a 2-day workshop using the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) to develop an initial set of educational objectives. These were refined, structured, and rated according to their importance by means of a two-step Delphi Survey involving additional experts in medical education.

Results: The initial workshop resulted in 188 educational objectives assigned to 26 different topics. After the Delphi Survey, 131 objectives remained, assigned to 19 different topics. Some objectives that could be assigned to more than one topic were subsumed under a new more general category.

Conclusion: The described consensus process proved successful as one method to develop a set of educational objectives.

Practical implications: The Basel consensus statement can be used to orientate curriculum reform and development in medical education.

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The importance of teaching and assessing communication skills in undergraduate medical education has been recognised in many countries around the world. In recent years, further inter- and intrapersonal skills – teamwork, personal and professional development, or dealing with uncertainty – have also been identified as core competencies for medical school graduates [1–4]. Medical schools in German-speaking countries have just started to integrate these competencies in the regular curriculum. If taught and assessed, the content and amount varies widely. Few schools have defined outcomes and educational objectives for this area. The authors therefore identified a need to provide a set of competencies and educational objectives to support the implementation of communication and social competencies in all medical schools as a core component of medical education.

A competency-based approach to improve medical education has gained acceptance in recent years. The Bologna Process has broadened the definition of educational goals from declarative knowledge to the definition of competencies [5]. Knowledge and competencies have to be strictly defined in order to be able to compare and mutually accept degrees from different academic...
institutions in Europe. A prerequisite for a European qualification framework for medical education is the definition of national frameworks such as the Dutch Blueprint or the Swiss Catalogue of Learning objectives [6].

An interesting starting point for a European perspective is the recently published “Tuning Project (Medicine)” [7]. This project began in 2000 as an initiative funded by the European Commission to develop common core learning outcomes/competencies for degree programmes in Europe.

Another source for innovation are the students. The German and the European student boards have defined core curricula for medical education which are promising drafts for further discussions [8,9]. There are already some medical schools in Germany and Austria which have defined their qualification frameworks (e.g. Hamburg, Berlin) by either using educational objectives or competencies but none of them could be considered as a national or even international guideline.

These publications refer to the complete undergraduate medical programme. Expert groups and associations have also defined more detailed core curricula and consensus statements for specific parts of medical education. In the field of communication skills, the most recognised publications are the Toronto Consensus Statement [10] and the Kalamazoo Consensus Statement I [11]. These statements define good practice for the doctor–patient encounter and are the most helpful for planning and running communication skills trainings, assessments, and evaluations. At the moment, there is no comparable statement in German-speaking countries.

Recently, communication and social competencies have been seen in a broader context. Teamwork, collaboration with other health professionals, communication with relatives, personal and professional growth have become more and more important—but are not yet mentioned within existing communication guidelines.

1.2. Purpose of the project

The aim of the project was to reach an expert consensus for German-speaking countries, defining which communication skills and social competencies medical graduates should have achieved at the end of their studies. The guideline called “Basel Consensus Statement” was developed by an interdisciplinary group of experts from different medical schools in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. It aims to support teachers and planners in improving and evaluating educational programmes in the field of communication skills and social competencies, to strengthen the position of medical education which are promising drafts for further discussions [8,9]. An expert was participated in the workshop (14 men, 16 women). When selecting the experts, attention was given to different status groups (professors, assistants, students) and to a broad variety of different medical disciplines and medical schools (see Appendix A). An expert was defined as somebody who possesses relevant knowledge and experience, and whose opinion is accepted by other persons in the field (demonstrated by relevant journal publications, published books, presentations at conferences, etc.). The number of experts followed the recommendations [13].

The preparation of the workshop included a literature search. Based on the literature, including the existing consensus statements, basic preconditions were set by the project leaders, namely the authors. The intention was to describe a minimal standard of competencies every graduate should have achieved at the end of their studies. It was not intended to describe an ideal graduate. The objectives should describe observable behaviour and be phrased according to Bloom’s taxonomies of educational objectives [28–30]. A hierarchical system from general competencies to concrete educational objectives was developed to define the framework for the workshop (see Graph 1). All participants were asked to read a set of articles, including the existing consensus statements.

The participating experts were assigned to one of five parallel groups (Level 3), developing topics and educational objectives (Levels 4 and 5) using the NGT. NGT is a structured format to gather information from experts about a given issue. It consists of a series of group working phases, including brainstorming, discussion, and rankings. The group meeting is facilitated and structured as follows: participants write down their views and ideas about the topic. Each participant contributes one idea to the facilitator who records it on a flip chart (round robin). Afterwards, a group discussion clarifies and evaluates each idea. Following this discussion, ideas are ranked and discussed again [14]. In 2 days, 26 topics and 188 educational objectives were defined. It was an iterative process between small group and plenary discussion. After the workshop, all educational objectives were harmonised, e.g. sentence structure and use of verbs. To pursue the consensus forming process, a two-step Delphi Survey was conducted subsequently.

2. Methods

The existing publications about the above mentioned consensus statements scarcely describe the methods on how consensus was achieved. The BEME movement (Best Evidence in Medical Education [12]) demands proof of evidence and transparency of methodological approaches for projects in the field of medical education. Therefore, we decided to describe and discuss the consensus forming methods of the projects in more detail.

In the literature, a variety of methods have been described of how formal consensus decision making can be achieved [13–15]. Clinical guideline development has been a particular field of application of consensus methods [15–18]. The best-known methods are the Delphi Method or Technique [19–25], and the Nominal Group Technique (NGT) [26,27]. Other methods are consensus development conferences or panels, stratified groups, social judgment analysis, structured discussions, Glaser’s State-of-the-Art Approach, and of course informal consensus forming [13,15]. However, a combination of methods and a systematic literature review is also recommended [17,18].

The aim of consensus methods is to determine the extent to which experts or others agree about a given issue. They provide participants with a structured environment for problem solving, and seek to overcome disadvantages of informal consensus forming, e.g. dominance of individuals. Typical features of consensus methods are avoidance of dominance, iteration, controlled feedback, and statistical group response [14]. For the consensus forming process in this project, the Nominal Group Technique and a modified Delphi Survey were used, due to the fact that they are well researched and their application is feasible.

2.1. Basel workshop and Nominal Group Technique

In September 2006, the authors organised a workshop in Basel (Switzerland) to develop the first draft of the Basel Consensus Statement. Thirty-four experts were invited, 30 persons participated in the workshop (14 men, 16 women). When selecting the experts, attention was given to different status groups (professors, assistants, students) and to a broad variety of different medical disciplines and medical schools (see Appendix A). An expert was defined as somebody who possesses relevant knowledge and experience, and whose opinion is accepted by other persons in the field (demonstrated by relevant journal publications, published books, presentations at conferences, etc.). The number of experts followed the recommendations [13].

The preparation of the workshop included a literature search. Based on the literature, including the existing consensus statements, basic preconditions were set by the project leaders, namely the authors. The intention was to describe a minimal standard of competencies every graduate should have achieved at the end of their studies. It was not intended to describe an ideal graduate. The objectives should describe observable behaviour and be phrased according to Bloom’s taxonomies of educational objectives [28–30]. A hierarchical system from general competencies to concrete educational objectives was developed to define the framework for the workshop (see Graph 1). All participants were asked to read a set of articles, including the existing consensus statements.

The participating experts were assigned to one of five parallel groups (Level 3), developing topics and educational objectives (Levels 4 and 5) using the NGT. NGT is a structured format to gather information from experts about a given issue. It consists of a series of group working phases, including brainstorming, discussion, and rankings. The group meeting is facilitated and structured as follows: participants write down their views and ideas about the topic. Each participant contributes one idea to the facilitator who records it on a flip chart (round robin). Afterwards, a group discussion clarifies and evaluates each idea. Following this discussion, ideas are ranked and discussed again [14]. In 2 days, 26 topics and 188 educational objectives were defined. It was an iterative process between small group and plenary discussion. After the workshop, all educational objectives were harmonised, e.g. sentence structure and use of verbs. To pursue the consensus forming process, a two-step Delphi Survey was conducted subsequently.

2.2. Delphi Survey

The Delphi Method, which originated in 1948, attempts to obtain expert opinion in a systematic manner while the experts
express their opinions anonymously [19]. The survey is normally conducted in a series of two to three rounds of disseminating questionnaires. After each round, results are elicited, tabulated, and fed back to the group. The Delphi Survey is considered complete when there is a convergence of opinion [12].

2.2.1. First round

The first expert panel was recruited from the workshop participants. Twenty-one responses from workshop participants were obtained (70% response rate). A questionnaire was used to rate the importance of educational objectives on a four-point scale (1 = very important; 4 = not important). Experts were asked to indicate whether the objective was comprehensible (binary: yes/no) and they were given the opportunity to suggest alternative phrasings. A specific section of the questionnaire dealt with objectives that occurred in more than one section or were overlapping. Experts were asked to decide whether these objectives should be merged into a new area called “general communication and social competencies”.

After participants’ evaluations and comments, major revisions of competency areas, topics, and objectives were indicated. A new area “general communication and social competencies” replaced the area “social competencies” and allowed for a reduction of objectives. All objectives were discussed again and if necessary modified by the project leaders. Altogether, the 188 objectives were reduced to 145. For the 20 modified topics at Level 4, a recapitulate sentence was formulated and prefixed to objectives, defining a broader definition of competencies.

2.2.2. Second round

2.2.2.1. Description of expert panel and response rate. Differing from the typical Delphi Technique, the expert panel for the second round was expanded. The experts from the workshop and first round were experts in the field of communication and social competencies. The aim of the consensus statement was to form consensus among those who are in charge of medical education. Therefore, recipients of the second round questionnaire were all members of the Association for Medical Education in German-speaking countries (Gesellschaft für Medizinische Ausbildung, GMA). Workshop participants were asked not to answer the second questionnaire themselves, but to distribute the questionnaire within their scientific associations. This was possible in the German associations for Medical Sociology and Medical Psychology.

Of the approximately 500 members of the GMA (in 2008), 77 completed the questionnaire. 39% of the respondents were female (n = 30), mean age was 48 years (range: 22–82 years). The majority was from Germany, only 3% of each were from Austria and Switzerland. The distribution regarding status and discipline is shown in Table 1.

2.2.2.2. Description of instrument and definition of the level of agreement. Recipients were asked to rate the importance of educational objectives on a four-point scale (1 = very important; 4 = not important). They were also asked to indicate whether an objective was relevant for undergraduate training or whether it should be achieved during postgraduate education. For each item, the percentage of respondents was calculated that rated the item as not relevant for undergraduate training and/or gave a low importance score (3 or 4). Items, for which this figure exceeded 50%, were omitted (explanation see Graph 2).

3. Key findings

In summary, agreement with the objectives in the second Delphi round was substantial. Mean values and standard deviation (SD) ranged between 1.1 and 2.7 and 0.3 and 1.0, respectively (SD). The mean value of importance was 76% (range 26–100%). Twelve objectives did not reach the above defined cut-off value (8% of the objectives) and were therefore not included into the final consensus statement, leaving 131 objectives. An overview of the evaluation is shown in Table 2. Objectives that were evaluated as most important and least important are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The complete consensus statement is listed in Appendix B.
4. Discussion and conclusion

4.1. Discussion

The aim of the project was to generate consensus on the communication skills and social competencies that medical students should have achieved by the end of their studies. Consensus was achieved by using the Nominal Group Technique and a modified Delphi Technique. During the workshop in Basel and the subsequent two-step survey, more than 100 academics from over 30 different medical schools were included in the consensus forming process. The result was a consensus statement with 19 topics and 131 educational objectives grouped into general and specific competencies.

Compared to the Toronto Consensus Statement and the Kalamazoo Statement [10,11], which highlighted aspects of the medical encounter and the doctor–patient relationship, the Basel Consensus Statement includes a broader range of topics, thus increasing the number of objectives. If one examines only objectives regarding the doctor–patient relationship, the difference between for example the Kalamazoo statement and the Basel Consensus Statement is not that large: 18 objectives versus 24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Overview of the Delphi Survey regarding number of objectives and modifications.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competencies</td>
<td>After one Delphi round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General competencies</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor–patient relationship</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality and professionalism</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning and decision making</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not included because of lacking scarce importance or overlap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Most important educational objectives.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The graduate</td>
<td>Level of importance (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Encounters the patient with respect</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identifies own strengths, weaknesses and limitations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adapts oneself to the patient’s understanding and language</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pays attention to non-verbal aspects of communication (e.g. gesture, facial expression, posture)</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Respects the others’ individuality and subjective perception</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Assesses own norms and values</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is willing to work together with others</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Less important educational objectives.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The graduate</td>
<td>Level of importance (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names phases of team building (e.g. Tuckman, Francis and Young) and explains them by means of examples</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyses different situation of communication and interaction by means of communication models (e.g. Watzlawick, Schulz von Thun)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applies methods of systematic observation of behaviour</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraises the role of medical councils in the process of political decision making regarding the health care system</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interprets results of systematic observation of behaviour adequate to the social context</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names medical error detection systems and explains them by means of examples</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names different styles of leadership and explains them by means of examples</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
objectives. Issues such as teamwork, social responsibility, and personal and professional development have been included as well; they are visible expressions of recent developments in the field of communication in healthcare and their implications for the medical profession [31].

Another reason for a high number of objectives is their granularity. We have chosen a rather precise formulation of objectives. Some educators prefer few and broadly defined objectives with low granularity. These educators might use the 19 topics as a basis for their planning. Others prefer high granularity and precisely worded formulations and might use the list of 131 objectives. A third argument refers to the background against which our objectives will be used in many German-speaking universities: some have developed a precisely defined set of 2,000–3,000 objectives to be achieved in lectures and courses during a 6-year curriculum. In this case, the list of 131 objectives might be helpful and would still contribute less than 5% to the existing body of objectives.

The recently published consensus statement on the content of communication curricula in undergraduate medical education by von Fragstein and colleagues not only focuses on clinical communication skills but also describes key content elements for undergraduate communication. They present a “communication curriculum wheel” containing the following domains: respect for others (as core component), theory and evidence of communication skills, tasks and skills of the clinical interview, specific issues, media, and communicating beyond the patient. They also define supporting principles: reflective practice, professionalism, ethics, and law, and evidence based practice [32]. The Fragstein paper states that respect for patients underlies everything. This is well reflected in the opinion of experts that contributed to our study: the most important objective is: “The graduate encounters the patient with respect”.

Along this line, the most important objectives centre on attitudes and values, whereas objectives dealing with factual knowledge were rated as less important. This merits special attention because these objectives are more difficult to teach and to assess than knowledge-based objectives. Future training programmes in medical education must try to increase the number and quality of opportunities to achieve objectives in these non-cognitive domains. Among others, well-structured feedback and guided self-reflection are appropriate instruments to accomplish this task.

The Basel Consensus Statement has some limitations. It reflects the opinion of approximately 100 individuals, who participated in the process either as workshop participants or as contributors to the Delphi Study. It may well be that another set of participants might have come to slightly different conclusions. However, this critique is not unique to our consensus paper. Consensus methods in general have been criticised as methods of “last resort”. It has even been questioned, if reaching a consensus is a scientific method at all or just a way of structuring group communication. Critical issues are the selection of experts and of the study leaders, the design and method of the consensus forming process like the use of questionnaires, the definition of a sufficient level of agreement, the testing of reliability, validity, and the consequential impact [13,14]. However, considering the wide variety of participants involved, with expertise in different fields of clinical medicine, and in the psychosocial domain, and on all levels of medical education, the consensus method can also be regarded as a major strength of the statement, in that it reflects the requirements of medical practice. Due to its pragmatic nature, the structure and content of the statement might be debatable with regard to conceptual or logical considerations. However, the very same attributes may enhance its usability for medical schools undergoing curriculum reform and development.

Additionally, some of the weaknesses of consensus methods were controlled. To increase validity and to avoid bias, experts were selected from a broad range of disciplines. Special attention was given to include experts from the major clinical disciplines (internal medicine, surgery, general medicine, etc.) and from different health professions and different medical schools. Whenever possible experts were chosen that also held influential positions in their professional organisations to facilitate the subsequent adoption of the consensus statement within the institution. In preparing the workshop, an extensive literature search was performed and the most important recommendations for communication and social skills in medical education were discussed. This preparation seemed important to establish a common background for participants, against which the results of the consensus process could be compared. In using the Nominal Group Technique, we made sure that the process had a structured workflow to reach comparable results among different expert groups and to increase reliability. Modifying the Delphi Technique and including even more experts in the second survey was a further step to increase the validity.

Limited as it may be, it is difficult to imagine an alternative study design to reach consensus about educational outcomes: The Delphi Technique has often been used within education, particularly for curriculum development. NGT proved to be effective for a systematic development of clinical guidelines. The combination of these two methods allowed us to avoid some of the described restrictions of informal consensus development, e.g. dominance by a few strong opinion leaders, difficulties in reaching consensus, and tendencies towards overload. While the consensus method might still be criticised for a lack of scientific rigour, one should nevertheless bear in mind that the process of developing educational objectives always necessitates value judgements. Another important aspect that speaks in favour of using a consensus method is that the resulting statement should be adopted and used by as many institutions, boards and organisations as possible. To reach this goal it is important to involve stakeholders in the development of the consensus statement and not just in the process of implementation [33].

Considering the scope and number of objectives it might be questioned, whether the statement defines ‘minimal standards’ or rather ‘the ideal student’. It is acknowledged that it would be difficult to find graduates (or even practicing physicians) who have all competencies listed.

This critique should be viewed with the possible users of this statement in mind and the process they are likely to be engaged in: Nowadays, many medical schools (not only) in German-speaking countries see the necessity to improve their curriculum in the area of communication and social competencies. In the process of developing new objectives, their experts usually start by reviewing the existing literature on the curricula that are in use elsewhere, derive a list of educational objectives, and discuss it within their medical faculty. This discussion will result in a selection of objectives that mirror the experts’ preferences of a given faculty, and arguments relating to financial or time restrictions. In order to improve these typical processes in curriculum development, the present paper provides a list of objectives that has been developed on the basis of a well-structured and documented procedure—less biased by individual preferences than a selection process that has to be done by a limited number of experts within one faculty only.

4.2. Conclusion

The Basel Consensus Statement provides a comprehensive list of educational objectives in the field of communication and social
competencies for medical students. It is based upon a well-structured and well-defined consensus process comprising Nominal Group Technique and a subsequent two-step Delphi Survey for the evaluation process. It is meant to be used as a starting point of discussion for those experts who develop new undergraduate medical curricula. The development process has proven to be feasible. It therefore can be recommended for the development of guidelines for other areas of competency.

4.3. Practice implications

Even with the Basel Consensus Statement at hand, there is still a lot to do in the process of curriculum development. We do not assume that faculties will copy paste this list as it is, but believe that each faculty has to decide on its own, which objectives it wishes to accomplish—in teaching and in assessment. This process should start with a carefully selected complete list of objectives, like the one provided in this paper. We believe this very process is a prerequisite to achieve ownership within a faculty concerning the communication skills and social competencies that they want their students to possess after 6 years of training. Once, objectives have been chosen, a longitudinal curriculum has to be worked out that defines the succession of content and objectives, matching didactic methods, and assessment tools.
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Appendix B. Basel Consensus Statement “Communication and social competencies for medical students”

The consensus statement consists of five areas, which are divided into general and specific competencies.

The Graduate

A 1 Social behaviour and communication: The Graduate adapts her social behaviour and communication to different social contexts and communication partners.
A 1.1 Shapes a conversation from beginning to end with regard to structure (e.g. using techniques such as recapitulation, formulation of communication bridges, time-management, formation of goal-oriented sentences, closed-loop communication in acute situations).
A 1.2 Shapes a conversation from beginning to end with regard to content (e.g. relays information clearly and understandably, ensures understanding, advocates her viewpoint, verbalises emotional content).
A 1.3 Recognises difficult situations (e.g. crying, silence, pauses, interruptions, aggression) and communication breakdowns and deals with them constructively.
A 1.4 Uses techniques of active listening (e.g. paraphrasing, verbalising, non-verbal techniques).
A 1.5 Uses different types of questions (e.g. open, closed) according to the situation.
A 1.6 Uses feedback rules (e.g. first-person-statements).
A 1.7 Analyses conversational situations with others (metacommunication).
A 1.8 Takes nonverbal aspects of communication (e.g. gestures, facial expressions, posture) into account.
A 1.9 Identifies people or institutions that can help to solve problems according to the situation.
A 1.10 Specifies strategies to solve conflicts (e.g. feedback on perception, impact, wishes).
A 2 Social responsibility: The Graduate designs her actions with social responsibility towards patients and society.
A 2.1 Explains societal cause and effect relationships on health and disease.
A 2.2 Specifies medical situations, in which cultural, social and religious aspects typically play an important role.
A 2.3 Evaluates economic consequences and conditions of her actions as a physician.
A 2.4 Classifies the actions of physicians within the general framework of society.
A 2.5 Distinguishes between different norm and value systems in society and relates these to her actions as a physician.
A 2.6 Explains social processes of stigmatisation and their effects on health and disease.
A 2.7 Appraises societal expectations of the medical profession.
A 2.8 Discusses the extent and boundaries of the responsibility of physicians.
A 2.9 Identifies typical ethical dilemmas in the actions of physicians (e.g. medically assisted suicide, patients unable to give consent) and discusses approaches of resolution.
A 2.10 Discusses concrete incidents from her own medical studies (e.g. beginning of life, end of life, intensive care) with respect to ethical principles and professional norms.
A 3 Self-reflection: The Graduate constantly develops her ability to self-reflect.
A 3.1 Recognises her own emotions (e.g. insecurity, sympathy/antipathy, eroticism, attractiveness) in relation to others (e.g. patients, colleagues).
A 3.2 Identifies her own strengths, weaknesses and limitations.
A 3.3 Addresses her own wishes, fears and goals in an appropriate manner.
A 3.4 Assesses her own norms and values.
A 3.5 Describes and assesses her own behaviour critically and conceives alternative ways of behaviour.
A 3.6 Assesses her own stereotypes and social prejudices and is aware that her own actions are influenced by personal experience, the current situation, her knowledge and her own interests.
A 3.7 Reflects on her attitude to her work (e.g. cynicism, satisfaction).

1 Two thirds of medical students are women, at least in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Therefore, the feminine form has been taken throughout the statement. Male graduates are of course addressed equally.
A 3.8 Respects the individuality and the subjective perception of others.
A 3.9 Respects other health professionals in their expertise and areas of responsibility.

A 4 Dealing with errors: The Graduate demonstrates an appropriate way of dealing with her own errors and those of others
A 4.1 Addresses her own errors appropriately and analyses them.
A 4.2 Approaches others about their errors or misbehaviour in an appropriate manner and offers assistance.
A 4.3 Addresses and analyses imminent errors appropriately: e.g. refrains from personally allocating blame and instead looks for ways or conditions to avoid errors, looks for solutions rather than cultivating problems, develops collective mental models for difficult situations. Describes the basic principles behind the development of errors.
A 4.4 Specifies typical errors in decision-making processes (e.g. neglecting existing medical information and patient needs; premature closure of the decision process).
A 4.5 Specifies typical sources of errors in the hospital (e.g. insufficient interprofessional communication and teamwork, inadequate processes and routines in medical care).

B Specific competences
B 1 Doctor–patient relationship
B 1.1 Communication in the doctor–patient relationship: The Graduate communicates her communication behaviour along the actual concerns and the personality of the patient.
B 1.1.1 Addresses the concerns of the patient in collaboration with the patient.
B 1.1.2 Adapts herself to the level of understanding and language of the patient.
B 1.1.3 Encourages the patient to express her feelings and takes these into consideration.
B 1.1.4 Ensures that the patient feels attended to.
B 1.1.5 Adapts the plan to patients resources and strengths.
B 1.1.6 Gives information to and about the patient in a meaningful and timely manner with patient consent (oral and written).
B 1.2 Shaping of relationship: The Graduate involves the patient in the interaction using a patient-centred approach.
B 1.2.1 Uses techniques to build up and maintain an empathetic relationship.
B 1.2.2 Recognises the patient as a partner in the shaping of the relationship.
B 1.2.3 Identifies patient expectations with respect to the role of physician and patient.
B 1.2.4 Orient herself to the needs and capabilities of the patient with respect to information, autonomy, truth and responsibility.
B 1.2.5 Describes the different elements of a patient history (e.g. history of the illness, history of the doctor–patient relationship, history of the patient).
B 1.2.6 Takes a biographical history appropriate for the context and integrates the current complaint into the patient’s life-story.
B 1.2.7 Includes somatic, mental and social elements in the care of the patient.
B 1.2.8 Prepares for herself appropriate learning strategies for life-long education.
B 1.2.9 Uses techniques which facilitate the continuation of the doctor–patient relationship (e.g. a closing question about the patient’s satisfaction).
B 1.2.10 Explains her rights to the patient in a patient-centred manner.
B 1.2.11 Inquires about the patient’s level of medical knowledge about her illness.
B 1.2.12 Finds out how much information the patient requires.

B 1.3 Subjective realities: The Graduate considers the patient’s and her own subjective reality in engaging in a doctor–patient relationship.
B 1.3.1 Responds to the patient’s subjective theories of illness and contrasts and integrates these into her own theories of illness as a physician.
B 1.3.2 Perceives divergences between her own values and interests and those of the patient and takes these into consideration.
B 1.3.3 Identifies her own opinion clearly as such to the patient.
B 1.4 Theoretical models of the doctor–patient relationship: The Graduate evaluates factors that have been shown to influence the doctor–patient relationship.
B 1.4.1 Describes models of the doctor–patient relationship (e.g. transference/counter transference, reciprocity, inter-subjectivity, expectation, experience).
B 1.4.2 Describes the relationship between doctor and patient with regard to symmetry and asymmetry.
B 1.4.3 Evaluates different models to explain health and illness.

B 2 Teamwork
B 2.1 Team building and working in a team: The Graduate adapts her behaviour to different phases of team building and efficiently shapes her working style to contribute to a successful team.
B 3.3.3 Uses strategies to reduce work-related stress (coping strategies, Balint group, supervision).
B 3.3.4 Evaluates her own coping strategies regarding aspects relevant to health.
B 3.3.5 Requests help or support effectively and timely.
B 3.3.6 Describes important aspects and regulations of occupational health and safety relevant for her field of work.
B 3.3.7 Claims her rights (e.g. breaks, holidays, sick leave).
B 3.3.8 Ensures an appropriate balance between work and recreation.
B 3.3.9 Does not allow her own health status to put patients and others at risk.
B 3.3.10 Is able to appropriately detach herself from her emotions when the situation requires her to do so (doctor–patient relationship, emotionally, degree of suffering of the patient, demanding patient).

B 3.4 Integration into professional framework (socialisation): The Graduate describes and respects the professional framework of physicians’ actions and the core values of human collaboration.

B 3.4.1 Describes and reflects on the professional framework of physicians’ actions (e.g. national regulations, guidelines, good clinical practice) and complies with them according to her level of education.
B 3.4.2 Performs her professional activities (e.g. punctuality, commitment, cleanliness, listening, hearing somebody out, etc.) in her work.
B 3.4.3 Describes professional rituals or norms in medicine (e.g. sequence of events on ward rounds, wearing a white coat).
B 3.4.4 Seeks and creates, if necessary on her own initiative, the conversation with other health professionals.
B 4 Reasoning and decision-making
B 4.1 Values and norms in decision-making: The Graduate considers different values and norms that enter into the decision-making process.
B 4.1.1 Describes the legal foundations of a decision.
B 4.1.2 Discusses own values and norms relevant to decision-making.
B 4.1.3 Discusses values and norms relevant to decision-making of patients or other persons concerned.

B 4.2 Contextual condition: The Graduate integrates prerequisites and potential consequences into her reasoning and decision-making.
B 4.2.1 Explains the responsibilities of the decision-making process.
B 4.2.2 Offers the patient the option to include other people in the decision-making process.
B 4.2.3 Analyses the interaction between the decision and the patient’s social environment.
B 4.2.4 Identifies factors in health care politics and economics which influence decision-making (e.g. resources).
B 4.2.5 Clarifies to the patient the timing and organisational framework for decision-making.
B 4.3 Uncertainty: The Graduate respects uncertainty as an integral part of reasoning and decision-making.
B 4.3.1 Explains to patient which information is necessary to minimise uncertainty in the decision-making process.
B 4.3.2 Discusses with patient the spectrum of possible consequences of a decision.
B 4.3.3 Talks openly to the patient about uncertainty.
B 4.3.4 Accepts uncertainty when making a decision and formulates her ways of dealing with it.

B 4.4 Responsibilities in the decision-making process: The Graduate considers the extent to which individuals are responsible in the reasoning and decision-making process.
B 4.4.1 Ascertain how much responsibility the patient is willing and able to take for the decision.
B 4.4.2 Offers the patient active participation in decision-making and supports it.
B 4.4.3 Verbalises to patient her own role in a decision-making situation.
B 4.4.4 Identifies the role of a physician in the decision-making process in an inter-professional setting.
B 4.4.5 Discusses decisions with colleagues, patients and their relatives.
B 4.5 Information: The Graduate effectively collects and communicates the relevant information for the reasoning and decision-making process.
B 4.5.1 Outlines to the patient the advantages, disadvantages and the expected success of medical treatments (e.g. with absolute frequencies).
B 4.5.2 Explains to the patient the consequences of refusing diagnostic and therapeutic measures.
B 4.5.3 Finds out about the relevant psychological and social resources of the patient for making a decision.
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